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We examine under what conditions cavity ring-down spectroscopy~CRDS! can be used for
quantitative diagnostics of molecular species. We show that CRDS is appropriate for diagnostics of
species whose absorption features are wider than the spacing between longitudinal modes of the
optical cavity. For these species, the absorption coefficient can be measured by CRDS without a
knowledge of the pulse characteristics provided that the cavity ring-down decay is exponential. We
find that the exponential ring-down decay is obeyed when the linewidth of the absorption feature is
much broader than the linewidth of the light circulating in the cavity. This requirement for
exponential decay may be relaxed when the sample absorption constitutes only a small fraction of
the cavity loss and, consequently, the sample absorbance is less than unity during the decay time.
Under this condition the integrated area of a CRDS spectral line approximates well the integrated
absolute absorption coefficient, which allows CRDS to determine absolute number densities
~concentrations!. We determine conditions useful for CRDS diagnostics by analyzing how the
absorption loss varies with the sample absorbance for various ratios of the laser pulse linewidth to
the absorption linewidth for either a Gaussian or a Lorentzian absorption line shape. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity ring-down spectroscopy~CRDS! is a new laser
absorption technique that has the potential for the quant
tive detection of atomic and molecular species with a hi
sensitivity, comparable to photoacoustic spectroscopy. CR
was first demonstrated by O’Keefe and Deacon in 1988.1 In
CRDS, a laser pulse is stored in a high-finesse optical ca
containing the sample, and the pulse decay is monitored w
the aid of a detector that measures the intensity of light tra
mitted through one of the mirrors. This arrangement allo
measurement of the absorption over pathlengths excee
thousands of times the sample length, in a way that is
mune to variations in the light source intensity. To da
CRDS has been successfully applied when the absorptio
as small as one part in 107 for tasks such as measuring th
weak overtone spectra of HCN2,3 or the absorption spectra o
jet-cooled metal clusters.4 This technique has also been ap
plied to measure the kinetics of phenyl radical reactions5,6

the temperature of OH radicals in a flame,7 and the optical
gain in a chemically pumped BiF laser system.8 Recently,
CRDS has been used to determine the absolute trans
strengths in the CO molecule9 and to measure CH3 radicals
in a reactor for diamond film growth.10

In an empty cavity formed by mirrors of 99.99% reflec
tivity with a separation of 0.1 to 1 m, the pulse can be stor
for microseconds during which it makes thousands of rou
trips. The intensity of the pulse decreases exponentially
time with a rate determined by the reflectivity of the mirro
and the length of the cavity. Therefore, by measuring t
time constant for the intensity decay of the light stored in
cavity, referred to as the ring-down timet, the reflectivity of
the mirrors can be determined. When the cavity contains
absorbing gas, an additional optical loss occurs which cau
a decrease in the ring-down time. By recording how the
verse of the ring-down time varies as a function of frequen
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of the incident light, the CRDS spectrum of the gas is ob
tained.

Several authors postulated that light in a cavity filled
with an absorbing gas decays exponentially with the ring
down timet given by2,5,7

t5
t r

2@~12R!1a l s#
, ~1!

wheret r is the round-trip time of a light pulse in the cavity,
~12R! denotes the reflection loss for the cavity mirror o
reflectivityR, and 2a l s is the round-trip absorbance for a
sample present in the cavity with absorption coefficienta
and lengthl s . Provided Eq.~1! is valid, a plot of 1/t as a
function of laser frequency gives the absolute absorption c
efficient versus frequency, from which the sample’s numb
density~concentration! can be determined with a knowledge
of the sample’s absorption cross section. As will be show
below, this conclusion is not always correct but is an exce
lent approximation under cetain conditions. The goal of th
paper is to find the conditions for which Eq.~1! holds and
can be used to recover complete spectra of absorption co
ficient versus wavelength from CRDS measurements.

First, we have to consider conditions that allow for reli
able measurement of absorption in the optical cavity. In th
general case, the analysis is complicated because of the n
to distinguish different time regimes defined by the puls
durationtp , the relaxation timeT2 of the absorbing species
~resulting from both homogeneous and inhomogeneous li
broadening mechanisms!, the round-trip timet r , and the cav-
ity ring-down time t. Typically, the length of the optical
cavity varies from 0.1 to 1 m sothat the round-trip timet r
varies from 0.7 to 7 ns. Although the temporal output o
lasers ranges from femtoseconds to cw, most lasers used
CRDS applications have a pulse durationtp of 3–15 ns. The
time tp has to be compared to the relaxation timeT2 , which
can be roughly deduced from the inverse of the HWHMg of
/95/102(7)/2708/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2709P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
the absorption line. For a homogeneous line profile, the ex
relationT251/g holds; for a Doppler profile,T2 is typically
in the range of 0.1–1 ns. Whentp@T2 , the amplitude of the
pulse envelope does not change during the relaxation timeT2
so that the species absorption in the cavity can be describ
under the rate approximation~see Appendix A!, similar to
the case of absorption of cw light. This rate approximation
well fulfilled as long asT2 is much shorter than the ring-
down timet. To evaluate an absorption of light inside the
cavity under the rate approximation, the spectrum of lig
must be compared to the absorption linewidth of species
side the cavity. Under the condition thattp.t r , the interfer-
ence between pulse fragments propagating in the same di
tion in the cavity causes the cavity to have longitudina
modes, and the width of these modes narrows astp increases.
Consequently, absorption occurs when the absorption li
overlaps one or more of these longitudinal modes. Hence,
require that the linewidth of the absorbing species is wid
than the spacing between longitudinal modes for CRDS to
applicable, i.e., to provide a complete spectrum witho
missing absorption features. For a pulse durationtp shorter
thant r , no longitudinal modes of the cavity build up but the
absorption line is much wider than the maximum possib
longitudinal mode spacing becauseT2!tp,t r .

On the other hand, forT2@tp , the species inside the
cavity are absorbing pulses of light and we must consider t
relaxation timeT2 of the absorbing species compared tot r .
WhenT2@t r , the species are interacting with a sequence
pulses emerging from the cavity mirrors during the timeT2 .
The spectrum of such a sequence of pulses is given by
product of a spectrum of a single pulse times the period
pattern that resembles the cavity longitudinal mode structu
Consequently, the molecules in the cavity do not absorb lig
except at the frequencies of the cavity longitudinal mode
and it is necessary that the absorption linewidth is wider th
the spacing of the longitudinal modes of the cavity for CRD
to be applicable. Under the condition ofT2!t r , which guar-
antees that the absorption linewidth is wider than the ma
mum possible longitudinal mode spacing of the cavity, th
absorption species effectively see a single pulse during
relaxation timeT2 and simply absorb some fraction from the
pulse linewidth.

So far, we have distinguished two limiting cases, whe
the absorbing species interacts with quasi-cw light durin
time T2 ~T2!tp!, and when the absorbing species interac
with a pulsed light during timeT2~T2@tp!. In both cases it is
necessary that the linewidth of the absorbing species
greater than the spacing between the longitudinal modes
the cavity for CRDS to be applicable. We still need to esta
lish under what conditions the ring-down decay is expone
tial and obeys Eq.~1!. In the general case, Eq.~1! is valid
when the linewidth of the absorbing species inside the cav
is wider than the linewidth of the light inside the cavity. This
condition, which ensures Beer’s law for absorption, is com
mon to all kinds of absorption spectroscopies. For CRDS
weaker condition also holds, namely, an approximately e
ponential decay occurs when the loss from the absorption
species in the cavity is much less than the total cavity los
Under this condition an effective absorption coefficient ca
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subje
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be measured even though the linewidth of the light inside th
cavity is broader than the absorption linewidth. The integra
of this effective absorption coefficient over the frequency
nearly equals the integrated absorption coefficient.

It what follows, we present the theory for cavity ring-
down spectroscopy. In Sec. II, we introduce the principles o
the CRDS technique and discuss conditions for absorption o
species in the cavity to yield an exponential ring-down de
cay. A more detailed analysis of this conditions, in associa
tion with Beer’s law of absorption, is given in Appendix A.
In Sec. IV, we introduce conditions where Beer’s law fails
but the approximately exponential ring-down decay occur
and the integrated absorption coefficient can be still mea
sured by the CRDS technique. The interference effects in th
optical cavity and their consequences for species absorptio
inside the cavity are discussed in Sec. III and Appendix B.

II. PRINCIPLES OF CAVITY RING-DOWN
SPECTROSCOPY

Figure 1 presents a schematic drawing of the CRDS ap
paratus. A typical experiment consists of a pulsed lase
source, an optical cavity with coupling optics, and a photo
detection system. A stable optical cavity is formed by two
concave mirrors of high reflectivity. These mirrors serve also
as the side windows of the sample gas cell or of the molecu
lar beam chamber. A laser pulse enters the cavity through on
of the mirrors. The pulse is spatially shaped via a pinhole iris
to form a TEM00 mode of the cavity. It then circulates inside
the cavity~reflecting back and forth! with minimum diffrac-
tion. For each round trip, the pulse energy decreases becau
of reflection losses at the mirrors and the absorption by th
gas sample between the cavity mirrors.

The decrease of pulse energy is monitored by measurin
the intensity of light transmitted through the exit mirror of
the cavity as a function of time. The intensity of signalS(t)
is given by the product of the intensity of lightI (t) at the
transmitting cavity mirror times the mirror transmittivityT :
S(t)5T I (t). For a short input pulse, the intensity pattern of
the cavity output consists of a train of pulses of decreasin

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the CRDS experiment.
No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2710 P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
intensity. If the input pulse length is longer than the cav
round-trip length, these pulses overlap and give a continu
decay waveform.

If more than a single longitudinal mode is excited in th
cavity, beats between the modes occur at the cavity ou
which may cause modulation of the continuous decay wa
form. The pattern of mode beats is specific for the longi
dinal mode structure built by the laser pulse inside the cav
and usually changes from pulse to pulse because of the s
in the relative phase of the modes. Consequently, the b
pattern, if present, washes out significantly after the dec
waveform is averaged over several laser pulses.11

Consider the decay of light in a cavity containing n
sample under the condition where no beats between ca
modes are observed. During a round-trip periodt r ~i.e., the
time for the light to complete a full round trip in the cavity!,
the intensityI (t) decreases by the square of mirror’s refle
tivity R: I (t1t r)5R

2I (t). If the output signalS(t1ntr! is
monitored aftern round trips starting from some timet, the
signal measured has the form

S~ t1ntr !5R2nS~ t !,

5exp@2n ln~R!#S~ t !. ~2!

For R close to unity, ln~R! may be approximated by
2~12R! and Eq.~2! becomes

S~ t1ntr !5exp@22n~12R!#S~ t !. ~3!

We define

L052~12R! ~4!

to be the round-trip loss coefficient for the empty cavit
Then,

S~ t1ntr !5exp~2nL0!S~ t !. ~5!

Equation ~5! resembles Beer’s law. We can determine t
value ofL0 and the mirror’s reflectivityR by fitting the
experimentally observed ring-down waveform to Eq.~5! and
using forn the ratio of the observation time@~t1ntr)2t# to
the round-trip periodt r .

When the cavity is filled with an absorbing medium, a
extra loss is introduced on each round trip. If Beer’s la
behavior is valid, this loss is given by the sample absorba
2al s wherea is the frequency-dependent absorption coef
cient of the sample having a lengthl s inside the cavity.
Hence the round-trip loss coefficient for the cavity wit
sample becomes

L52@~12R!1a l s#. ~6!

The CRDS spectrum of absorbance is given as the differe
of the cavity loss coefficients:al s51/2~L−L0!. Expressing
these two loss coefficients by means of the ring-down tim
t5t r /L and t05t r /L0, we obtain al s51/2L0~Dt/t!
5~12R!~Dt/t!.

Consequently, the minimum absorbance measured w
the CRDS apparatus is limited by the mirror reflectivityR
and the minimum change in the timet that can be detected
For mirror reflectivities as high asR599.99% and for the
reported accuracy in the ring-down time determination
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subje
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~Dt/t!min5531023– 231023,2,7 the minimum measured ab-
sorbance~al s!min is on the order of a few parts in 107.

The following conditions, common to all absorption
spectroscopies, must be fulfilled for Beer’s law behavior t
describe absorption of light in the optical cavity~see Appen-
dix A!:12

—when a cavity contains multiple longitudinal modes
the range of frequencies covered by these modes m
be narrower than the absorption line so that the coe
ficient a~v! describing the absorption may be treate
as constant over the mode structure frequenciesv.

—for each longitudinal mode being absorbed, the time
which the mode envelope changes must be longer th
the relaxation timeT2 characterizing the absorption
line.

The above conditions assure that the linewidth of th
light in the cavity is narrower than the width of the absorp
tion line. If the linewidth of the light is too broad, i.e., a
pulse of too short a length is used or the pulse bandwid
exceeds the width of the absorption line, the loss coefficie
L is not constant as a function of the observation time an
nonexponential decay can result.

When Beer’s law behavior fails, CRDS can still be use
to obtain quantitative information, but the reduction of this
information to the absorption spectrum of the sample insid
the cavity will require detailed knowledge about the puls
characteristics. Consequently, we emphasize in this paper
termining the conditions for which the ring-down waveform
shows exponential decay as a function of time.

The following discussion should make the above conclu
sions more easily understood. Consider as an example
decay of a long, multimode pulse in a cavity. When the puls
linewidth is broader than the width of an absorption line
only those frequencies that are on resonance are absorbed
the sample and attenuated by the mirrors, whereas o
resonant frequencies are exclusively attenuated by the m
rors. This condition in general causes nonexponential dec
that requires more than one time constant for adequate mo
eling.

On the other hand, consider a CRDS experiment accom
plished with a single-mode laser pulse. Because only a sm
fraction of the initial pulse intensity can enter the cavity
pulse absorption can be analyzed analytically by linear, firs
order perturbation theory. The problem of absorption of
weak Gaussian pulse of coherent light by a resonant mediu
was investigated theoretically by Crisp in 1970.13 He showed
that the decrease of pulse intensity with absorption pat
length is described by Beer’s law only in the limit that the
pulse duration is long compared with the transverse rela
ation timeT2 for the medium~including both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening!. This result was rational-
ized on the basis of the argument that a pulse of duratio
comparable to or less than the transverse relaxation timeT2
has a spectral content~linewidth! that is comparable to or
broader than the absorption line of the attenuating medium

In these two examples, the linewidth of the absorptio
feature was assumed to cover many longitudinal modes
, No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2711P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
the optical cavity. We consider next what happens when t
linewidth of the absorption feature is comparable to or na
rower than the spacing between longitudinal cavity modes

III. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN A CAVITY

The predecessor of the CRDS technique was the work
Anderson, Frisch, and Masser14 who built a high-sensitivity
ring-down reflectometer in which a monochromatic cw las
beam is resonantly coupled with a cavity, and the ring-dow
decay is monitored after switching off the beam with a fa
modulator. O’Keefe and Deacon1 proposed to measure the
ring-down time of the optical cavity with a pulsed lase
source, using a pulse whose spatial length or coheren
length is shorter than the cavity length. This solution allow
for continuous scanning of the laser frequency without jum
ing from mode to mode as the frequency is scanned. Bo
approaches, switched cw laser beam or broad-linewidth la
pulse, seem to be suitable for CRDS, As we show, in ea
case the same limitation for the absorption linewidth hold
namely, the linewidth of the absorption feature must be wid
than the spacing between the cavity longitudinal modes.

For laser pulses whose length exceeds the round-t
length l r5ctr of the cavity, interference occurs betwee
pulse fragments propagating in the same direction inside
cavity. These interference effects are the subject of t
Fabry–Perot theory of resonators. The interference patte
formed in a cavity shows resonance enhancement of inte
sity for the frequencies interfering ‘‘in phase,’’ and quench
ing of intensity for the frequencies interfering ‘‘out of
phase.’’ It is this interference pattern that is the source
etalon effects that cause variation of the intensity of ligh
transmitted through a cavity as a function of frequency. Th
optical frequencies for which the intensity of light inside th
cavity is resonantly enhanced give rise to the longitudin
modes of the cavity.

The cavity longitudinal mode structure is defined by th
cavity geometry and the pattern of transverse modes s
tained in the cavity by the laser pulse. The TEM00 transverse
mode has longitudinal eigenmodes at frequenci
vm52pm/t r , wheret r is the cavity round-trip time for the
TEM00 mode andm is a large integer given bym5 l r /l. For
other transverse modes, the longitudinal mode frequenc
vm may differ depending on the round-trip timet r for the
given transverse mode. Therefore, the density of longitudin
modes increases and, consequently, the spacing betw
modes decreases with an increase in the number of tra
verse modes in the cavity, except for a~degenerate! confocal
cavity geometry wheret r is the same for all the transverse
modes. For a single transverse cavity mode, the longitudin
mode spacing is given byDvm52p/t r and equals 0.3 GHz
for a 50 cm long cavity. On the other hand, when a larg
number of transverse modes is excited in the cavity, the lo
gitudinal mode frequencies can overlap and a quasico
tinuum of longitudinal cavity modes can result.7

The intensity and spectrum of light transmitted throug
the cavity can be characterized by means of the cavity tra
mission function. This transmission function is specific fo
the transverse mode pattern sustained in the cavity and va
with a change of the pulse parameters, such as pulse len
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, NDownloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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pulse frequency, or pulse linewidth. In specialized cases,
behavior can be conveniently modeled by means of a co
puter simulation. Here, we present a general analysis of
cavity transmission effects assuming a single transverse c
ity mode and approximating the intensity of the sign
S(t1ntr! emerging from the cavity with an expression of th
form ~see Appendix B!

S~ t1ntr !5I 0~v!T ~v!exp~2nL!, ~7!

whereI 0~v! is the intensity of the single-mode pulse of fre
quencyv before it enters the cavity,T ~v! is the cavity trans-
mission function atv, and the exponential factor describe
the cavity ring-down decay.

The functionI 0~v!T ~v! in Eq. ~7! gives the initial in-
tensity of the signalS(t) for a longitudinal mode pulse of
frequencyv propagating in the cavity. This initial intensity is
measured at some arbitrary timet when the pulse is already
completely contained in the cavity, and it may be used
compare cavity transmittivity at different frequenciesv. The
explicit form of the functionT ~v! depends on the relation
between the pulse lengthl p and the cavity round-trip length
l r . We evaluatedT ~v! for three separate cases correspon
ing to a single transverse mode sustained in a cavity wit
square pulse of lengthl p ~a! shorter thanl r , ~b! equal to 2l r ,
and ~c! longer than the ring-down timet. We show in Ap-
pendix B that

T a~v!5T 2, l p, l r , ~8a!

T b~v!54T 2 cos2~vt r /2!, l p52l r , ~8b!

and

T c~v!5
T 2

122e21/2L cosvt r1e2L , l p.ct. ~8c!

These three different cases are plotted in Fig. 2 The tra
mission functionT ~v! was evaluated for the case of a me
chanically stable cavity for which the vibrations of the cavi

FIG. 2. Transmittance of an optical cavity as a function of pulse frequen
for different pulse lengths. The transmittance is given in units equal to
transmittivity of the cavity mirrorsT 2. The dotted line represents the trans
mission functionT a(v) for a pulsel p whose length is shorter than the
cavity round-trip lengthl r . The dashed line represents the transmissi
functionT b~v! for l p52l r . The solid line represents the transmission fun
tion T c(v) for the pulse of the temporal length much longer than the cav
ring-down timet. The functionT c(v) was calculated assuming a cavity
loss coefficientL50.01.
o. 7, 15 February 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2712 P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
mirrors are of low amplitude and frequency so that its co
tribution to the broadening of the longitudinal modes of th
cavity can be neglected.

For a pulse shorter thanl r , the cavity transmission is no
frequency selective and depends only on the mirror transm
tivity T @see Eq.~8a!#. Under these conditions the cavit
does not behave as a comblike frequency filter. For a pu
length greater than the round-trip lengthl r , the transmission
function increases at frequencies resonant with the cav
mode frequencies and decreases for frequencies off
cavity-mode frequencies. This behavior is common for a
pulse of length longer thanl r , regardless of the pulse band
width. The spectral modulation of the transmission functi
T ~v! is initially given by a cosine-squared function@see Eq.
~8b!#, and approaches the ultimate longitudinal mode str
ture of the optical cavity for pulses of temporal length long
than the ring-down timet @see Eq.~8c!#. For cosine-squared
modulation, the cavity transmission function ranges betwe
4T 2 and 0. For pulses longer thant, the on-resonance trans
mittance approaches 100% in the absence of absorp
losses, whereas the off-resonance transmittance is pro
tional toT 2/4.

When the relaxation timeT2 characterizing the absorp
tion line is much shorter than the pulse durationtp ~T2!tp!,
the species absorption inside the cavity can be given us
the rate approximation~see Appendix A!, similar to the case
of absorption of cw light. To evaluate absorption under the
conditions, the spectrum of light in the cavity must be com
pared to the absorption linewidth. For the laser pulse lon
than l r , the light inside the cavity persists at the cavity lo
gitudinal modes and the absorption lines that are narrow
than the longitudinal mode spacing and lie between
modes cannot absorb the light in the cavity and are not
served in the CRDS spectrum.

A similar limitation holds for the relaxation timeT2
much longer than the pulse durationtp (T2@tp!, when spe-
cies in the cavity are absorbing pulsed radiation. The
pulses arise from the highly reflective mirrors of the cavi
The relaxation timeT2 is generally a strong function of pres
sure. For example, under molecular beam conditions it
often expected thatT2.t r whereas under atmospheric
pressure conditions it is usually expected thatT2,t r . When
the relaxation timeT2 of the absorbing species is muc
longer than the round-trip timet r , each absorber molecule
inside the cavity interacts with a sequence of pulses dur
the timeT2 . The molecular polarization induced by this in
teraction is given approximately by the superposition of p
larizations induced by each pulse of the sequence. Con
quently, the molecules are polarized and absorb light only
the frequencies that are present in the spectrum of the
quence of pulses. This behavior is the basis of the techni
of Ramsey fringes,15 which was demonstrated as a high
resolution spectroscopic method effective in the optic
domain.16

For a sequence of identical pulses, the effective spectr
is given by the spectrum of a single pulse times some p
odic modulation function that depends on the number
pulses and the pulse spacing. When the pulse sequenc
created by the reflections of the laser pulse inside the opt
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subje
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cavity and the pulse matches a single transverse mode of
cavity, this modulation function has the form given by E
~8!, whereT a~v! is associated with a single pulse,T b~v! is
associated with a sequence of two pulses, andT c~v! is as-
sociated with a train of pulses longer than the ring-dow
time t. Consequently, absorber species in the cavity can
absorb the laser pulse unless the absorption linewidth ov
laps the frequency of one or more longitudinal modes of t
cavity.

The requirement for the absorption line to overlap th
longitudinal modes of the cavity is always met if the absor
tion linewidth is wider than the spacing between the mod
For the case ofT2.t r , this condition can be fulfilled only if
a sufficient number of transverse modes is sustained in
cavity so that the longitudinal mode spacing is narrower th
the absorption linewidth. Such an approach was dem
strated in the work by Meijeret al.7 When only a single
transverse mode is sustained in the cavity, the complete
sorption spectrum cannot be measured under the condi
thatT2.t r because the absorption linewidth is narrower th
the longitudinal mode spacing and absorption lines can
missed in the CRDS spectrum. To measure a complete
sorption spectrum with a single transverse mode in the c
ity, the condition ofT2,t r must be met by an appropriate
adjustment of the cavity length. Under this condition, th
spacing between longitudinal modes is always smaller th
the absorption linewidth, which guarantees that no abso
tion lines are missing.

IV. VALIDITY OF THE EXPONENTIAL DECAY MODEL

To investigate the necessary conditions for the expon
tial decay model to hold, let us consider the experimen
situation sketched in Fig. 3. The absorption line is bro
compared to the cavity longitudinal mode spacing, and
pulse length is much longer than the cavity round-trip leng
~l p@ l r!. The spectral profile of the laser pulse is approx
mated by a Gaussian function. We consider a resonance
ditions, where the line-center frequency of the pulse is tun
to the center of the absorption line, as shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The line profiles as discussed in Sec. IV. The absorption linea~v! is
broad compared with the spacing between frequenciesvm of the cavity
longitudinal modes. The laser pulse has a Gaussian profileI (v) and length
l p much longer than the cavity round-trip lengthl r . Inside the cavity, the
pulse oscillates at the longitudinal modes whose frequencies are given
the product of the pulse spectral profileI (v) and the cavity transmission
functionT c~v! defined in Eq.~8c!.
No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2713P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
For l p@ l r , the light in the cavity persists almost exclu
sively at the frequenciesvm of the longitudinal modes after
the pulse has filled the cavity. Each mode of frequencyvm

decays exponentially at a rate given by the round-trip lo
coefficientL~vm! of Eq. ~6!: L~vm!52@~12R!1a~vm) l s#.
The ring-down signalS can then be expressed in the form

S~ t1ntr !5(
m

S~ t;vm!exp@2nL~vm!#, ~9!

where the contributions from different cavity modes a
summed to yield the total signal intensity. The number
components in this sum is finite and depends on the num
of longitudinal modes that are sustained by the laser puls
the cavity. When the spacing between the longitudinal mo
is small with respect to the absorption linewidth and t
pulse linewidth, or the longitudinal modes overlap, the su
mation overvm in Eq. ~9! and in the following equations can
be replaced by integration.

If the absorption linewidth is comparable to or narrow
than the pulse linewidth, the loss coefficientL~vm! in Eq.
~9! varies substantially with frequencyvm and cannot be
factored outside the summation. Under this condition, dev
tions can be expected from exponential decay. We illustr
this behavior in Fig. 4, where the line-center sample abso
tion loss is plotted as a function of the dimensionless abs
bance~line-center absorption coefficient times the total pat
length of the pulse in the sample! for different ratios between
the pulse linewidthDv1~FWHM! and absorption linewidthG
~FWHM!. The loss caused by the sample absorption w
determined by transforming Eq.~9! with the help of Eq.~6!
into the form

FIG. 4. Plot of the absorption loss@term in braces in Eq.~10!# versus the
line-center absorbance for different ratios of the pulse linewidthDv1 to the
absorption linewidthG. The full width of the absorption linea~v! is as-
sumed to be ten times the width of the cavity mode spacing. The solid
is the result for the Gaussian profilea~v!, and the dashed line is the resu
for the Lorentzian profilea~v!. The insert shows the approximately linea
part of the absorption loss for absorbance less than 0.5
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subje
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S~ t1ntr !5S~ t !exp@22n~12R!#

3H 1

S~ t !(
m

S~ t;vm!exp@22na~vm!l s#J , ~10!

where

S~ t !5(
m

S~ t;vm!. ~11!

The loss caused by the sample absorption is represented
the term in braces in Eq.~10!.

The deviation from exponential ring-down decay be
comes significant for long observations times, which are a
sociated with the pulse absorption pathlengths equal to se
eral line-center absorption lengthsa21. For the absorption
pathlength shorter thana21, the decay remains approxi-
mately exponential, even if the pulse linewidth is wider tha
the absorption linewidth~see the insert in Fig. 4!.

In practice, the length of the observation time is limited
by the dynamic range of the detection system used to acqu
and digitize the ring-down waveform. It is justified, there
fore, to restrict the observation time to about 5t, wheret is
the ring-down time for the system.17 During the observation
time 5t, the signal intensity decreases by about 99%. F
sample absorption loss constituting about 10% of the tot
cavity loss, the observation time 5t is associated with an
absorbance value of 0.5.

If sample absorption is the major source of the cavit
loss, the pulse travels a few absorption lengthsa21 during
the observation time and the absorbance is greater than o
giving nonexponential ring-down for wide pulse linewidths
Conversely, for weak sample absorption compared to t
cavity loss, the absorbance is less than one and the decay
the pulse is nearly exponential. This behavior is reflected
Eq. ~10! where, for small absorbances~2na l s!1), the expo-
nential term exp@22na~vm) l s# can be replaced by the lead-
ing two terms in its power series expansion 122na~vm) l s .
Equation 10 then reduces to

S~ t1ntr !5S~ t !~122naeffl s!exp@22n~12R!#, ~12!

where

aeff5

(
m

S~ t;vm!a~vm!

S~ t !
~13!

is the effective absorption coefficient. Under the conditio
that 2nal s!1, the term 2naeffl s in Eq. ~12! is much smaller
than the unity, and 122naeffl s>exp~22naeffl s!. Conse-
quently, the signalS(t1ntr! decreases approximately expo-
nentially in time

S~ t1ntr !5S~ t !exp$22n@~12R!1aeffl s#%. ~14!

Based on the work of Crisp,13 we conclude that for small
absorbance values a similar, approximately exponential b
havior can be observed for the pulse whose linewidth arisin
from the pulse shortness is wider than the absorption lin
width.

ne
No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2714 P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
The effective absorption coefficientaeff can be deduced
from the slope of a plot of the absorption loss versus time
the insert to Fig. 4. The amplitude ofaeff changes with the
pulse linewidth, approaching the actual value of the absor
tion coefficienta in the limit of narrow linewidth and de-
creasing with an increase in the linewidth. Despite thes
changes in the amplitude, the effective absorption coefficie
aeff can be used as a measure of the relative absorption of
gas sample provided that the absorption lines are of th
same, constant width. From such a measurement the relat
concentration or temperature of the sample can be obtain
Because the value ofaeff decreases with an increase in the
pulse linewidth, these measurements will decrease in sen
tivity, as the pulse linewidth exceeds the absorption line
width.

In what follows we parametrize these deviations from
Beer’s law behavior in terms of dimensionless plots. We a
sume that the observed ring-down decay waveform is d
scribed by Eq.~10!. The effective absorption coefficientāeff
is obtained by fitting the observed decay waveform, given b
Eq. ~10!, to Eq. ~14!. The absorption loss predicted by Eq.
~10!, the absorption loss approximated by Eq.~14!, and the
result of the fit are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the
absorbance, for the Gaussian absorption line of FWHMG
equal to the linewidthDv1 of the laser pulse. The value of
the coefficientāeff resulting from the fit varies depending on
the way the experimental points are weighted within the fi
procedure, and is smaller than the value of the coefficientaeff
predicted by Eq.~13!. Only under the condition where the
decay is exactly exponential does the coefficientāeff from
the fit equal the coefficientaeff given by Eq.~13!.

The accuracy of the determination of the effective ab
sorption coefficientaeff can be evaluated with the help of

FIG. 5. Plot of absorption loss versus absorbance. The solid line is the p
for the observed ring-down decay@Eq. ~10!#; the dotted line is the plot for
the ring-down decay assuming exponential behavior@Eq. ~10! fit to Eq.
~14!#, and the dashed line, for the ring-down decay approximated by a
effective absorption coefficientaeff @Eq. ~14!#. The absorption line is as-
sumed to have a Gaussian profile whose widthG equals the pulse width
Dv1. The fit of Eq.~10! to Eq. ~14! was obtained with the standard fitting
procedure, by taking the natural logarithm of the wave form given by Eq
~10! @ln(y)] and fitting it to the natural logarithm of Eq.~14! with (y2)
weighting.
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Fig. 6, where the ratio of the effective absorption coefficien
aeff given by Eq.~13! to the estimate of the fit valueāeff is
plotted as a function of the absorbance. The most accura
value ofaeff can be measured for small absorbances, as ex
pected. Nevertheless, for an absorbance equal to 0.5 and t
pulse linewidth twice as wide as the absorption linewidth,
āeff differs fromaeff by less than 10%.

In place of the line center absorption coefficient, the in-
tegrated absorption coefficient*a~v!dv is frequently used as
a measure of absolute absorption. This quantity does not su
fer from line broadening effects. The integrated coefficien
can be directly obtained from the integration of the effective
coefficientaeff~vlc! as a function of the line-center frequency
vlc of the laser pulse. The coefficientaeff~vlc! depends on
laser frequencyvlc through the intensity factorsS(t;vm! and
S(t). When the laser line covers a number of frequenciesvm

sufficient to replace the summation overm by integration,
the factorS(t) does not depend on the laser frequencyvlc
and equals the integral ofS(t;vm! over vlc . This relation
holds for any longitudinal modevm over which the laser
frequency is scanned. Therefore, by integration of both side
of Eq. ~13! over the frequencyvlc we obtain

E aeff~v lc!dv lc5(
m

a~vm!Dvm , ~15!

whereDvm is the spacing between the cavity longitudinal
modes.

When the absorption line is wide enough to replace the
summation overm by integration, Eq.~15! can be used to
determine the integrated absorption coefficient from the mea
surement of the effective coefficientaeff as a function of
laser frequency. We estimate that for a laser pulse having
Gaussian profile whose FWHM is wider thanDvm the factor
S(t) differs from thevlc integral ofS(t;vm! by no more than

ot

n

.

FIG. 6. Plot of the ratio of the effective absorption coefficientaeff given by
Eq. ~13! to the estimate of the fit valueāeff, as a function of the absorbance
for different values ofDv1/G, whereDv1 is the laser pulse linewidth andG
is the absorption linewidth. This ratio estimates the accuracy inaeff deter-
mination from the fit of the approximately exponential ring-down wave
form to Eq. ~14!. This accuracy is less for wider pulse linewidths and de-
creases with the increase in the absorption pathlength. The fit valueāeff was
estimated by taking the natural logarithm of the absorption loss given by th
term in braces in Eq.~10! and dividing it by the absorption pathlength.
o. 7, 15 February 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2715P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
610%. Furthermore, for a Gaussian or Lorentzian absorpt
line profile with a FWHM wider than the spacingDvm be-
tween the cavity modes, the relation~15! approximates the
integrated absorption coefficient to within 10%.

V. CONCLUSION

Two requirements must be met for CRDS to be a use
diagnostic tool:~1! as the pulsed light source is tuned i
frequency, the CRDS spectrum is obtained with sufficie
resolution so that the full absorption spectrum can be rec
ered without missing absorption features; and~2! the ring-
down waveform decays exponentially so that the CRDS s
nal can be directly related to the absorption spectrum of
sample without a knowledge of the pulse characteristics. T
first requirement arises because the light absorbed by
species inside the cavity can consist of longitudinal mod
whose spacing is defined by the cavity geometry and
number of transverse modes inside the cavity. When the s
cies are absorbing under the rate approximation regi
~T2!tp!, these modes can be associated with cavity eta
effects, whereas for the species absorbing pulses of light
coherent regime~T2@tp!, the modes are so-called Ramse
fringes. Therefore, the analysis of requirement~1! is compli-
cated because of the need to consider three different t
scales, the pulse duration,tp , the round-trip time of the pulse
inside the optical cavity,t r , and the relaxation time of the
absorberT2 . Table I presents six limiting cases, which we
discussed in more detail in Sec. III. We conclude, that for t
measurement of the smooth, complete absorption spect
by CRDS the absorption linewidth must be wider than t
spacing between the cavity longitudinal modes. For case
3, and 6 this requirement is always fulfilled because the
sorption linewidth is broader than the maximum possib
longitudinal mode spacingDvm5 l r

21, even though modes do
not appear in cases 3 and 6. When the FWHM absorpt
linewidth G is narrower thanDvm5 l r

21 ~cases 1, 4, and 5!,
the CRDS spectrum can be still measured providing tha
sufficient number of transverse modes is sustained in
cavity so that the resulting spacing between the longitudi
modes is smaller thanG.

The second requirement for CRDS to be applicable a
quantitative disgnostic is to fulfill the conditions for expo
nential ring-down decay. The exponential model of the rin
down decay, which predicts that the inverse of the ring-do

TABLE I. Limiting cases of CRDS.

Limiting cases

Appearance of
light absorbed
by sample

Appearance
of modes

Absorption linewidths vs
maximum possible mode

spacinga

1b tp@T2@t r cw Yes Narrower
2b tp@t r@T2 cw Yes Wider
3 t r@tp@T2 cw No Wider
4b T2@tp@t r Pulsed Yes Narrower
5 T2@t r@tp Pulsed Yes Narrower
6 t r@T2@tp Pulsed No Wider

aMaximum possible mode spacing is given byDvm5 l r
21 ~cm21!, indepen-

dent of whether modes actually develop.
bPulse durationtp greatly exceeds round-trip timet r .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬18¬May¬2007¬to¬128.146.239.176.¬Redistribution¬subje
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time varies linearly with the absorption coefficient, is strict
valid only if the absorption linewidth is much broader tha
the linewidth of light circulating in the cavity. Because th
linewidth of light in a cavity is controlled by the linewidth o
the laser pulse injected into the cavity, CRDS measurem
gain in accuracy as the pulse linewidth decreases with
increase of both the pulse coherence length and sp
length. Although this implies that the ultimate accuracy
CRDS measurements can be achieved using a monoc
matic, cw laser beam that is tuned into resonance with c
secutive cavity longitudinal modes as the laser frequenc
scalled across the absorption line, the CRDS technique
still be used accurately by choosing the laser pulse to ha
width that spans the longitudinal cavity modes.

When the absorption linewidth is comparable to the lin
width of light circulating in the cavity, CRDS can provide
useful absorption spectrum provided that the absorption
constitutes a small fraction of the total cavity loss. Figure
presents a dimensionless plot describing how the absorp
loss varies with the absorbance of the sample for vari
ratios of the laser pulse linewidth to the absorption linewid
for either a Gaussian or a Lorentzian absorption line sha
For absorbances 2na~v!l s less than unity, the absorption los
increases exponentially with the absorbance, and an effec
absorption coefficientaeff can be readily defined under th
condition. The effective coefficientaeff is proportional to the
inverse of the decay timet but changes with the width of the
absorption line and is smaller than the actual value of
absorption coefficienta. Integration of the effective coeffi-
cientaeff over wavelength, however, gives to high accura
the value of the integrated absorption coefficient. This in
gration permits the determination of the absolute absorp
coefficient from a CRDS spectrum in a way that is insen
tive to the changes in both the absorption linewidth and pu
linewidth.

These considerations allow CRDS to become a practi
quantitative diagnostic method for species that can be pla
inside a highly reflective optical cavity. A wide range of co
ditions exist and can be met in which the ring-down wav
form can be clearly approximated as exponential and the
absorption spectrum can be recovered from a recording
the ring-down decay time versus frequency.
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APPENDIX A: BEER’S LAW BEHAVIOR

Our treatment closely follows that of Meystre an
Sargent.12 To describe absorption of the molecular sample
an optical cavity, consider a pulse interacting with a mole
lar system in whichg ande denote the ground and excite
state. Diagonal elementsrgg(z,t) andree(z,t! of a two-level
density matrix are populations of the ground and exci
No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2716 P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
levels, and nondiagonal elementsreg(z,t)@rge~z,t!# contrib-
ute to the macroscopic dipole polarizationP(z,t! of the ab-
sorbing medium in the cavity

P~z,t !5Tr„m†r~z,t !…[megrge1cc, ~A1!

wherem is the dipole moment operator for the molecul
PolarizationP~z,t! is a source term in the wave equation th
will be used to describe the propagation of the pulse.

A pulse propagates in a cavity along thez axis. Typi-
cally, it is 5–15 ns in duration and consists of a single lo
gitudinal mode or of a number of closely spaced sing
modes forming a multimode structure. For linear absorptio
these modes are not coupled and propagate independe
Therefore, absorption of each of the modes will be cons
ered separately; the overall pulse absorption is calculated
summation of the single-mode contributions.

For a molecule interacting with a longitudinal mode o
frequencyvi , the interaction operator in the rotating wav
approximation takes the form

V eg~z,t !52~1/2!megE i~z,t !e
i ~kiz2v i t !. ~A2!

The density matrix elementreg induced by the interaction
~A2! evolves according to the Liouville equation, which aft
formal integration gives

reg~z,t !5
i

\E2`

t

dt8 e2~g1 i ~veg2kiv~ t2t8!

3V eg~z,t8!@ree~z,t8!2rgg~z,t8!#. ~A3!

Here,hveg is the energy gap between excited and grou
level, andkiv describes the Doppler shift for molecules mo
ing with velocity v along thez axis.

For many media, including gas cells and molecu
beams~in a direction perpendicular to the beam axis!, the
velocity v has a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution

W~v !5
1

ApDv
expF2S v

Dv D
2G ; Dv5S 2kTm D 1/2. ~A4!

By averaging Eq.~A3! over the velocity distribution~A4! we
obtain

reg~z,t !5
i

\ E
2`

t

dt8 exp2„g~ t2t8!

1~kiDv /2!2~ t2t !21 iveg~ t2t8!…

3V eg~z,t8!@ree~z,t8!2rgg~z,t8!#. ~A5!

The exponential in Eq.~A5! includes two terms that contro
the rate of decay of the dipole: the homogeneous widthg and
the Doppler widthDv. The decay timeT2 can be found as a
solution of the quadratic equation

gT21~kiDv /2!2~T2!
251, ~A6!

whose solution isT251/g for purely homogeneous broad
ening andT252/kiDv for purely inhomogeneous, Dopple
broadening. When the decay timeT2 is much shorter than the
time in which the pulse envelopeE i(z,t) or populationsree
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andrgg can change, Eq.~A5! can be integrated overdt8 such
that bothE i(z,t) and the population terms can be moved
outside the integral

reg~z,t !52
i

2\
NmegE i~z!ei ~kiz2v i t !

3E
2`

1`

dv W~v !
1

g1 i ~veg2kiv2v i !
. ~A7!

which allows us to formulate Beer’s law for absorption.
The approximation of a slowly varying population is

well fulfilled for the system because the intensity of light in
a cavity is weaker than the saturation intensity and, cons
quently, the population is not altered by interaction with th
pulse. The population differenceN is equal to the value
N5ree(z,2`)2rgg(z,2`).

The approximation of a slowly varying field envelope
introduces constraints for the maximum variation of the in
tensity of light in a cavity and thereby limits the minimum
length of the pulse. This restriction resembles the observ
tion by Crisp13 that the absorption of a coherent pulse can b
described by Beer’s law only for a pulse length long with
respect to the timeT2.

The macroscopic polarizationP(z,t) for the wavev i can
be found by combining expressions~A1! and~A7!. This po-
larization constitutes a generic term in the Maxwell equatio
of motion. Under the slowly varying envelope approxima
tion, we have

dE i~z!

dz
ei ~kiz2v i t!52a~v i !E i~z!ei ~kiz2v i t!, ~A8!

where a complex coefficient of absorptiona~v! is expressed
in the usual form

a~v!52
kmeg

2

2e\
NE

2`

1`

dv W~v !

3S g

g21~veg2kv2v!2
2 i

~veg2kv2v!

g21~veg2kv2v!2D .

~A9!

The real part of the coefficienta~v! describes absorption
and the imaginary part ofa~v! describes dispersion. As a
result of dispersion, the pulse velocity in the absorbing me
dium changes as a function of detuning from resonance. Th
dispersion effect can influence the ring-down timet through
the change in the round-trip timet r . We estimate, however,
that the maximum change in the ring-down timet that is
caused by the dispersion is on the order of the optical peri
1/v, i.e.,

uDtu,
1

v UIm~a!

Re~a!
U< 1

v

uveg2vu
g

. ~A10!

Consequently, dispersion effects are negligible.
Equation~A8! can be transformed into Beer’s law for

absorption of a wave of frequencyv i :

dI~z!

dz
522 Re@a~v i !#I ~z!. ~A11!
No. 7, 15 February 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2717P. Zalicki and R. N. Zare: Ring-down spectroscopy for absorption measurements
In a cavity, there are two counterpropagating waves
frequencyv i . For linear absorption, however, the forwar
(1k) and backward (2k) propagating waves can be consid
ered independently, and the equations will have the sa
form for both directions of propagation because of the sy
metry of distributionW(v). Therefore, by integrating Eq
~A11! over the round-trip path, starting, for example, fro
the exit mirror of the cavity, and then summing over freque
ciesv i , we obtain the round-trip pulse absorption. Becau
of the resonant character of absorption, that sum inclu
different values of absorption coefficients for waves of d
ferent frequencyv i . Expressing a round-trip absorption wit
a single absorption coefficienta requires the absorption fea
ture to be wider than the bandwidth of frequenciesv i so that
a(v i) can be replaced by an average value. Under th
conditions,a(v i) can be taken outside thev i summation as
a quantity that varies only with the laser line-center fr
quencyvlc. This factorization yields Beer’s law for the puls
absorption inside the cavity.

APPENDIX B: FABRY–PEROT THEORY

Consider a single-mode laser pulse that has an ini
amplitude

E0~z,t !5~1 /2!E0~z,t !e
i ~kz2vt !1cc, ~B1!

which is injected into an optical cavity. The pulse forms
single transverse mode of the cavity, for which the amplitu
of the field at the transmitting mirror can be expressed in
form

E~ t1ntr !5 1
2AT exp@2n~ 1

2L1 ivt r !#

3(
r

@exp~2rL!#1 /2E0~rl r ,t !e
irvtr1cc.

~B2!

In Eq. ~B2!, AT describes a transmittance of the cavity e
trance mirror, the summation overr accounts for the overlap
of pulse fragments in the cavity and gives the initial amp
tudeE(t) of the light inside the cavity, and the exponenti
term in front of the summation represents the ring-down d
cay. The number of components in the summation overr is
finite and depends on the ratio between the pulse length
the round-trip lengthl r . The light intensity corresponding to
the amplitude~B2! is given by

I ~ t1ntr !5T exp~2nL!^E0@E0#* &

3U(
r

@exp~2rL!#1 /2eirvtrU2, ~B3!
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where for the square pulse the field amplitudeE0(z,t) is
replaced with constant amplitudeE0.

In Eq. ~B3!, the intensityI (t1ntr) is given as a product
of the pulse initial intensity I 05^E0@E0#* & and the
frequency-dependent interference factor that defines t
spectral characteristics of the cavity transmission functio
T ~v!. The output signalS(t1ntr) can be expressed in the
form

S~ t1ntr !5I 0~v!T ~v!exp~2nL!, ~B4!

where

T ~v!5T 2 U(
r

@exp~2rL!#1 /2eirvtrU2 ~B5!

is the cavity transmission function. Equation~8! is derived
from Eq. ~B4! by using for the functionT ~v! the explicit
form for the case of~a! r50, ~b! r50, 1, and~c! r50,
1,..., n asn goes to infinity.
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